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Cable assemblies can often be complex – download a free white paper on outsourcing cable assembly
and why it can work for your electronic components.
The worldwide electronics manufacturing services (EMS) market declined by 8.3 percent in 2009, but
even then the total electronics assembly market value was $891 billion and will grow to over $1.4
trillion by 2014.
With such anticipated growth in electrical manufacturing likely to occur in the next few years,
outsourcing vital operations such as cable assembly is set to become increasingly important as the
industry expands.

Download an exclusive Outsourcing Cable Assembly White Paper to look at why companies should

look to outsource their cable assembly operations, analysing the positives such a method will have on
their overall business.

We will also look at why outsourcing cable assembly to cheaper overseas labour markets is not always
the best solution.
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Cable assembly expertise can be hard to come by and there are numerous things to bear in mind when
looking to outsource to reputable electronic component companies. Price is obviously something to
bear in mind, particularly in today’s economic climate, but custom cable assembly can be complex, so
skimping on price is not always the best solution.
Just some of the benefits of outsourcing to a domestic company include the ability to meet face-to-

face with the company you are doing business with and meet with English speaking engineers and,
crucially, get a feel for how they do business to see if they are right for your requirements.
Hunter Cable Assembly, based in Berkshire, has been manufacturing cable assemblies for over 30
years and with production facilities in the UK and is able to provide a complete service from design,
drawing, prototyping through to full production volume cable assembly.
For more information visit: www.hcal.co.uk
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